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Marine Invertebrate Classification 
 
Ideal for Grades: 4-7 
Appropriate for grades: 1-7 
Materials Needed: writing materials, nature journals, blank paper, clipboards or hard writing surface, 
scissors, glue or tape, magnifying glasses (optional), poster paper (optional), guidebooks (optional) 
Activity Categories: pre-visit, post-visit, museum activity, classification, journaling, sketching 
 
Students will draw and observe 8 organisms, then use their own observations and ideas to classify them into 
small groups based on shared characteristics. This activity works nicely as a museum extension activity after 
our Observing Nature or Sketching program. It is adaptable to other Beaty Museum collections or an outdoor 
exploration in an intertidal zone. Feel free to be creative!  
 
Give each student a blank sheet of paper, their journal, a pencil, and a hard 
surface to draw on. Have each student fold the blank sheet in half, then half 
again, and half a third time. This will give them 8 equal sized rectangles for 
sketching. Student’s names will go on the back of this sheet. 
 
Have students stay in small groups, and head to the Marine Invertebrate 
collection (orange stripe) within the Beaty Museum. Alternatively, you could go 
to an intertidal zone and use guidebooks to help you identify organisms.  
 
Each student will sketch 8 organisms from this collection or area, with one 
organism per rectangle. They can examine museum specimens and 
photographs in the exhibits. Write the organism’s name beside each drawing. Students should jot down 
observations for each organism on a separate sheet of paper or in their journals. Observations that are useful 
for this activity may include colour, texture, size, habitat, and diet. 
 
Allow students sufficient time to observe and draw; at least 3-5 minutes per drawing. Regroup with the 
students and discuss what they saw. Collect the drawings to use back in the classroom. If some students 
finish early, they may want to draw extras or add more observations into their nature journals. 
 
Back in the Classroom: 
Hand out the drawings; students will cut along the fold lines of their papers. Using their observations they 
noted in their journals, students will arrange the organisms into different groupings of common 
characteristics. Allow some time for brainstorming and sharing among students. Eventually, students will 
group their 8 organisms into 2-5 different groups. Some groups may have one organism; some may have 
several. Students can group the organisms however they like, but each organism must fall squarely in only 
one group. 
 
For example, they may have one group that is “hard shells” and another that is “two shells.” A clam would fit 
in both groups, so encourage the students to make the “hard shells” category more specific to exclude the 
clam, like “single hard shell.” Groups can be about habitat, size, shape, behaviour, physical characteristics, 
diet, or anything else the students observed or learned about them. 
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Students will use poster paper to display their groups. Glue or tape the images in their groups, leaving room 
for group descriptions. Write down the characteristics used for grouping beside each group. Alternatively, 
use a blank sheet of paper for each group. See the next page for an example. 
 
After the Activity:  
Students will compare their posters or pages within the classroom. Do they agree or disagree with other 
students’ groupings? Why or why not? Are any the same or different? 
 
Optional Extensions:  

• Refine the groupings. Have each student break his or her groups down further into sub-groups. Their 
end goal will be to have each organism in it’s own group – 8 groups total. This may take 1-3 more 
steps, depending on how many organisms are in the initial groups. 
 

• Try this activity with more organisms. Before handing out the sheets, make a few photocopies. After 
students have worked on their own, work as a class (or a few large groups) to create a giant 
classification with more organisms. This could be posted on bulletin boards or on a chalkboard with 
magnets. You may choose to add in extra photos and names of organisms to increase the diversity. 
 

• Take this activity one step further. Have students compare their characteristic groups with current 
scientific classifications of marine invertebrates. Do any of their groupings represent a phylum, class, 
or order? How are they the same or different?  
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    Example Groupings 
Note: these groups are just a suggestion;  

students will come up with others! 
 

Group 1: Scavengers 
 

Eats plant material,  
animal material, and  

dead material. 

Group 2: Predators 
 

Actively search out 
 and choose other  

organisms for food.  

Group 3: Filter Feeders 
 

Passively filter food 
through a filtration organ 

or system. Don’t get to 
choose what they eat. 

Group 4: Grazers 
 

Primarily feed on algae. 


